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RECENT MICRO/MACRO ECONOMIC DATA
SUGGESTS BUOYANCY IN ECONOMY
Majority Sectors demonstrating strong performance and buoyancy in Q2FY22
Early business updates for Q2FY22 by some large and mid-corporates suggest continuing economic recovery.
High frequency macro indicators for Jul-Sep’21 quarter such as manufacturing PMI, services PMI, personal loan
growth, GST collections, electricity production, sequential uptick in air freight and passenger traffic, quantum
leap in digital transactions and core sector growth all pointed towards the expanding demand in the economy.
Current account surplus for Q1 FY22 confirmed robust growth in IT services growth. On contrary, weakness in
demand is detected from macro indicators such as auto sales and industry credit, which will show up in
corporate results. Oil price spike beyond US$80/barrel is a key macro risk in terms of its impact on trade deficit
and inflation.

Fine print
India’s Manufacturing PMI rose from 52.3 in Aug-21 to 53.7 in Sept-21. For the quarter, manufacturing PMI averaged a healthy 53.8
India’s Services PMI fell from 56.7 in Aug-21 to 55.2 in Sept-21 Services PMI averaged 52.4 for the
quarter, suggesting normalcy in service segment
Personal loan growth in Aug-21 was 12% YoY vs 8% in Aug-20 while Industrial growth stood at
6.7% vs 5.5% in the same period.
GST collections in Sept-21 stood at Rs. 1.17 trn higher by 23% YoY and averaged Rs 1.15trn during
Q2FY22.
India’s retail inflation cooled off to a five-month low of 4.35% in Sept-21 on account of a sharp dip
in food price inflation.
UPI Digital transactions doubled on YoY basis and recorded 3.65 bn transactions worth Rs. 6.5
tn in Sept-21
Daily highway toll collections in Aug-21 stood at Rs. 99 crores up by 39% vs May-21
Unemployment rate fell sharply in Sep-21 to 6.9% as per CMIE, which reflect signs of improved
job prospects
Core sector output grew 11.6% in Aug-21 compared to a 6.9% contraction recorded a year ago.
Cement, coal, gas pushed the growth as production of cement rose by 36.3% YoY while that of
coal and natural gas increased by 20.6% YoY

Sector Glimpse
Power Sector
India’s Power demand increased by 17.6%, 18.6% on YoY basis in July,
Aug 2021. Power demand in September remained subdued mainly
due to heavy rains and grew at around 1.83% at 114.49 bn units in
September. Purchase bids for power has increased to Rs 15.85 per
unit up from Rs 2.35 per unit a month ago.

Realty Sector
Q2 sales bookings jump over 2-fold YoY to Rs 828.52 crore on improved housing demand driven
by low mortgage rates

Q2 sales bookings jump 88% YoY to Rs 2,003 cr and witnessed strong demand both in ready
as well as under-construction projects.

Banks/NBFC
Advances at Rs 11,985 bn up 15.4% YoY/4.4% QoQ. Deposits at Rs 14,060 bn up 14.4% YoY/4.5%
QoQ. CASA Deposits at Rs 6,580 bn up 28.6% YoY/7.6% QoQ. CASA Ratio at 47% as of Sept 2021.

Advances at Rs 1,172 bn up 9.75% YoY/3.03% QoQ. Deposits at Rs 838 bn up 20.8% YoY/down -1.3%
QoQ. CASA Deposits at Rs 468 bn up 55.01% YoY/0.74% QoQ. CASA Ratio at 51.9% as of Sept 2021.

AUM/Portfolio in Q2FY22 at Rs. 1,669 bn as against Rs. 1,371 bn in Q2FY21. Customer franchise
stood at 52.8 Mn in Sept 21 as against 44.1 Mn in Sept 20

Loans assigned in Q2 FY22 stood at Rs. 71,320 Mn compared to Rs. 30,260 Mn YoY. . Gross income
from dividend was Rs. 11,710 Mn v/s Rs. 3,230 Mn YoY

Consumer
Reported 46% YoY increase in standalone revenue at Rs 7,650 Cr in Q2FY22 against Rs 5,218 Cr
in Q2FY21

Revenue growth was in low twenties with volume growth close to double-digits on a 2-year
CAGR basis

Standalone revenue increased by 78% led by strong sales pick up annually in Jewellery (up 78%
YoY), Watches & wearables (up 73% YoY) and Eye Wear (up 74% YoY).

Metal/Mining
Crude steel production at 4.73 MT grew 3% YoY/2% QoQ in Q2FY22. Deliveries increased by 12%
QoQ/ down 8% YoY due to lower exports

Indian Operations production at 4.92 MT up 26% YoY/flat sequentially.

Production data
Aluminum: 5.7 lakh tonne up 21% YoY/4% QoQ.
Zinc: 1.62 lakh tonne down 10% YoY/down 14% QoQ.
Lead: 0.47 lakh tonne down 18% YoY/down 4% QoQ.
Oil & Gas: 165 K boepd stable both annually & sequentially.
Iron Ore: 1.3 million tonne down 11% YoY/down 10% QoQ.

Auto/Sector

2-wheeler domestic MoM numbers have registered double-digit growth in September with
TVS Motors leading with 21% MoM/+13% YoY. Only Suzuki and Royal Enfield have negative MoM
growth in September 2021
Passenger Vehicle segment suffered a de-growth of 39% MoM/ down 44% YoY. Within
Passenger Vehicles, Maruti was the worst hit by declining 39% MoM . and 56.5% YoY

Commercial vehicle segment grew 12% MoM/+2% YoY on the back of improved infra demand.
Tata Motors, M&M, Ashok Leyland, etc. all witnessed MoM positive overall growth with VECV
leading with 35% MoM growth

3-wheeler Segment sales increased by 9% MoM/14% YoY. Bajaj Auto, M&M, TVS Motors and Atul
Auto, all saw double-digit growth in MoM terms between 15-20% growth.

Tractors: Good growth of 90% MoM/ down 13% YoY. M&M volume saw growth of 95% MoM while
Escorts grew at 62% MoM. On YoY basis, M&M declined by 7.8% while Escorts declined by 30.4%.

Aviation
Average Daily Passenger stood at 262K in Oct 21 vs 129k in the same month last year. Daily
departures grew to 2032 in Oct 21 compared to 1640 in August 21 and 1310 last year Passenger
load factor in Oct 21 stood at around 75% of pre-covid level compared to 70% last month.

IP-OH!! RUSH TO SMASH RECORDS
IPO bandwagon to get bigger
It has been a fantastic year so far for the primary market as India Inc has raised ₹78,250 crore
through their IPOs, the highest amount in a nine-month period over the last 20 years. So far, 44
companies launched public issues in the mainboard and the same number of firms in the SME
segment during January-September 2021. In the current year, the highest fundraising of ₹ 9,375
crore was by the food delivery company Zomato. The most active sector was diversified industrial
products with eight IPOs followed by the Technology sector with five IPOs.
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As many as 35 companies are planning to raise a record Rs 50,000 crore in next 3 months. Thereby,
the total funds to be raised in 2021 is estimated to be around Rs. 128,250 Cr. This is notably ahead of
the previous record in 2017 when 38 companies raised around Rs. 75,279 Cr. The listing of insurance
giant Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) is touted to be the ‘Mother of all IPOs’ in India as it
plans to raise around Rs. 1 lac crore by next fiscal. This will aid the current ongoing buoyancy in the
IPO market for 2022

What’s riding the IPO wave?
Strong sentiments in the secondary market
BSE Sensex and Nifty50 hitting record highs and surpassing new milestones (60,000 and 18,000
levels, respectively) following economic recovery and strong earnings growth especially after
COVID-19 crisis are some of the key reasons for momentum seen in the primary market. The same
momentum was also seen across the globe and India accounted for nearly 3% of global IPO
proceeds worth $330.6 billion in January-September. The outlook for the next quarter remains
positive with several new-economy and technology-driven IPOs expected. Niche business, robust
business model, good corporate governance with fair valuations are expected to attract investors.

New age retail investors driving the market momentum
The work-from-home phenomenon that triggered the retail upsurge in 2020 never ended. Offices
have reopened and life is back to normal, but the retail revolution has continued. Part of the reason
is low-interest rates. During lockdown months, a flurry of retail & HNI investors and first time traders
entered the capital markets. They were lured by low market levels in March-June 2020, offers from
discount brokers and equity investment/trading became a part time hobby for netizens while doing
work-from-home. The retail growth is largely coming from the new generation of individuals who
are digital natives and those from the small towns.

Retail par�cipa�on in total turnover improved from 33% in FY16 to 44% currently

Source: NSE (Note- FY22 represents till Sept-21 data)
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Top Companies that plan to go public with LIC occupying biggest chunk
In the next one month, several companies are likely to raise ₹ 23000 crore from the market . Compare
this to September, where only 5 companies raised Rs. 6700 Cr. Several companies that are planning to go
public during Q4CY21 includes Paytm, Nykaa, Policybazaar and Adani Wilmar.
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Others that are geared up to go public in the next 6-12 months
Companies

Indica�ve Issue Size (INR Cr)

Aadhar Housing Finance
Star Health and Allied Insurance Company
Emcure Pharmaceu�cals
Go Airlines
Paradeep Phosphates Limited
Manyavar
Gemini Edibles & Fats India
Northern Arc Capital Limited
Arohan Financial Services
Medplus Health Services
Penna Cement Industries
Wellness Forever Medicare
Lava Interna�onal
Fincare Small Finance Bank
Fino Payments Bank
Sterlite Power Transmissio
SupriyaLifescience
ESDS So�ware Solu�on
Mapmyindia
Rategain Travel Technology
ESAF Small Finance Bank
Medi Assist Healthcare Services
Puranik Builders
Shriram Proper�es
Keventer Agro
Chemspec Chemicals
Shri Bajrang Power and Ispat
Jana Small Finance Bank
Data Pa�erns India
Latent View Technology
VLCC Health Care
Metro Brands
Go Fashion India

Total

Source: Media reports
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64,970

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
APPLICATION OF MASLOW THEORY IN FINANCIAL PLANNING
We are all aware of and have celebrated days such
as Teachers day, Women’s day, Children’s day but
did you know that October 6th is the ‘World
Financial Planning day’ which is celebrated every
year on to make people aware of financial
planning. This is an initiative of the International
Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO)
wherein securities regulators across six continents
promote investor education and protection.
The outbreak of Covid 19 which caused chaos
across the world not only took a toll on personal
health but also made people rethink on their
financial health. With job losses, paycuts and
closed business, we were made to realize that it is
important to have an emergency fund and different income sources. Just like companies which
had strong reserves were able to withstand the Covid storm, likewise individuals who planned their
finances better were able to manage the sudden disruption smoothly. Hence it is always important
to save for the ‘rainy day’.
While saving is a much needed option so Is investing wherein one focuses on financial growth,
security and add additional streams of income.

Percentage of Financial Literacy in Developed and Emerging Economies (2020)

Source: S&P Global Finlit Survey

In a population of 1.3 billion, 77% of the total population in India is literate, but only a few understand
the importance of financial literacy. Financial skills will help to raise the standard of living and
contribute to overall growth. Our labour force combined with good financial education would help
us in eradicating poverty to some extent. In short, a financially smart India would be a major force in
the world.

Indians dream big, but financial planning
is poor
As per a study by Aviva Life Insurance, Indians dream big
however real action and financial planning to fulfil the
dreams is poor. The survey consisted of two indices—The
Dream Index, which connotes how Indians are aware of
their life goals and Plan Index indicates how well they
were financially prepared to meet these goals. The
Dream Index for Indians stands at 61, whist the Plan
Index stands at a dismal 24, indicating poor financial
planning.

Interesting facts of the survey
Source: Aviva Life Insurance

Couples without kids score 31 on Plan Index contrary to 21 of those with kids.
Women are catching up fast with men on financial planning. Women score 19 on Plan Index
against 25 of men
Millenials are better dreamers and planners vs All India

Millennials in the age group of 25-29 perform better in both dream and plan
index vs All india index

Source: Aviva Life Insurance

Depicting financial planning through Maslow’s Human
need theory.

Self Actualization
needs:

Esteem Needs
Belonging needs
Safety needs
Basic needs

Achieving one’s
full potential,
including
creative activities

Prestige,self esteem,status

Friendship, intimacy, family, sense of
connection

Personal security, employment, resources, health,
property
Air, water, food, clothing, rest

Maslow Human Need
Hierarchy Theory

Estate
Planning,
Monetary and
Non Monetary
contribution to
society
Dream house, Dream car,
Exotic holiday
Emergency funds, Investing in equity,
MF Children education, pay off loans.
Life Insurance, Health Insurance
Stable income and cash flow

Application of Maslow’s Theory in
Financial Planning

In human psychology, Maslow’s need hierarchy theory coined by Abraham Maslow in 1943, states
that we tend to move up the behavioral maturity level after accomplishing initial levels. So, once we
have overcome physiological/basic needs (like food, clothes & shelter), we move up to safety needs
such as required to secure physiological needs forever. Similarly, once safety needs are met, we
move to upper levels of the pyramid like self-actualization, social respect etc.
In the same way, we apply the Maslow theory in Financial planning. The human needs are arranged
in potent needs starting with basic survival of wealth creation and then closing in on to the highest
level which is the self actualization needs of wealth distribution.
Basic Needs- initially one has to focus on fulfilling the basic needs which are establishing a
regular source of income which will ensure stable cash flows. Our savings is generally what
remains after sustenance expenses.
Safety/Contigency Needs- In this level, individuals require protection measures for self and
family in case of unexpected death, loss of job or any other uncertainties.
Belonging Needs- In this stage, the individual might begin planning for the family’s future
needs such as children’s education fund, emergency funds etc.
Esteem Needs- Here we assume that the individual has now accumulated a certain degree of
wealth and has minimal financial responsibilities. Individuals would like to reap the benefits of
their amassed wealth and enjoy Exotic holidays and splurges
Self Actualisation needs- Here the individual leaves legacy to the family which may involve
bequeathing of wealth. They would also like to give back and support society in the form of
monetary and non-monetary contribution.
That said it is important that our spending, investments are more or less aligned with the levels of
this hierarchy for having a balanced, smooth financial life. Imagine someone who puts the esteem
needs before the belonging needs. Chances are, one would end up accumulating expensive debts
which would take away large shares of the money that could be invested and grown through
avenues like equity, mutual funds etc.

WHAT CAUGHT OUR ATTENTION THIS
MONTH!!!
Air India returns to its founders Tata Sons after 68 years
Tata Sons has won the bid to acquire national carrier Air
India for Rs. 18,000 Cr
Air India adds a third airline brand to Tata group stable,
considering it already holds a majority interest in AirAsia
India and Vistara
This is a significant achievement as it underscores
government commitment to divestment

-10% to -20%:

Sony and Zee ink merger deal

The combined market share of the merged entity will be
27% leaving behind other networks such as Star+Disney
(24%), Sun (10%) and Viacom (9%)
The combined entity will own 75 TV channels, 2 video
streaming sites, 2 Film studios and 1 Digital content studio
The deal is subject to due diligence, regulatory clearance
including approval of 75% zee shareholders
India Says Coal Crisis Could Drag on as Long as Six Months
More than half the nation’s plants are on alert for
a slump in local coal output eroded stockpiles
Power stations had an average of four days’ worth
of coal at the end of last month, the lowest level
in years
Steel Mills in India are paying four times more for
coal on low supply
Government has asked thermal power units to
restart the discontinued practice of blending 10%
imported coal on concerns over depleting stock
to enhance supplies
RBI kept the key rates unchanged while maintaining
accommodative stance
FY22 inflation forecast is now at 5.3%, (vs. 5.7 % earlier).
FY22 real GDP growth forecast is retained at 9.5%.
Overall, RBI remains committed to supporting growth.
However, it is now moving towards normalizing the
emergency measures announced during the pandemic
Despite, increasing absorption through VRR, systemic
liquidity is likely to remain unchanged and growth remains a
priority

Cinema Halls in Maharashtra To Open from October 22
With the downward trend in covid cases, Maharashtra has
decided to reopen theatres, religious places and schools.
Cinema halls and theatres in Maharashtra are set to reopen from
October 22, just ahead of Diwali.
The Maharashtra government has issued standard operating
procedures (SOPs) for cinema halls, auditoriums and drama
theaters, allowing them to operate at half the capacity.
The re-opening of multiplexes will set the ball rolling for
discretionary consumption across QSR/apparel/etc. players.

Rating agencies give a thumbs up for India’s growth
Moody's hiked India's sovereign credit rating outlook to
stable from negative, citing an improvement in the
financial sector and faster-than expected economic
recovery across sectors.
High-frequency indicators suggest a strong rebound
over July-September indicating recovery
ICRA, has revised its FY22 GDP growth estimate for
India upwards to 9% from 8.5% , citing better prospects
in the H2FY22
Chinese Evergrande Crisis
Evergrande is one of China's largest real estate
developers and part of the Global 500
The group has gained infamy for becoming China's
most indebted developer, with more than $300 billion
worth of liabilities
China’s central bank stated that risks to the financial
system stemming from Evergrande’s struggles are
“controllable” and unlikely to spread.

Auto Sales - Monthly Volume Roundup
Car retail sales have been the worst hit among all
categories
For India’s automobile companies, there seems to be no
sign of shifting to a higher gear
The impact of the global chip shortage was starkly
visible on dispatch numbers of carmakers
Most OEMs have also announced price hikes on their
model range due to the rise in input costs.

Realty sector rebound begins, residential market
demand skyrockets
Low-interest rates and hopes of a faster economic
recovery post pandemic has boosted realty stocks
Housing sales surged 113% YoY across top 7 cities in
Q3CY21 to 62,800 units. New launches also rose by 98%
YoY to 64,560 units.
Godrej Properties has seen a remarkable increase in the
sales of Rs 575 crore in a single day at its project in Noida.
Other property developers like Sunteck, DLF, Sobhaetc
are also witnessing a rally in their sales.

Rs 100 lakh crore Gati Shakti Master plan launched to
develop infrastructure
Gati Shakti is aimed at reducing logistic cost and turnaround
time. Logistics cost in India at 13% of GDP was impacting
competitiveness in exports
The project aims to connect two lakh km of national highways,
doubling gas pipeline network to 35,000 km, increasing
number of airports, and developing 11 industrial corridors
The master plan is expected to transform the infrastructure
sector and provide integrated, seamless, timely delivery of
projects within budgeted costs without any costs of delays and
cost overruns due to multiple changes and will further
motivate private companies to associate with government
projects

Account Aggregator- Future of Data
Sharing is here
The Reserve Bank of India launched the
Account Aggregator framework aimed
at making financial data more easily
accessible.
An Account Aggregator (AA) is an RBI
regulated entity, which helps an
individual securely and digitally access
and share information from one
financial institution they have an
account with any other regulated
financial institution in the AA network.
The system would revolutionize investing and credit, giving millions of consumers greater access to their
financial records and expanding the potential pool of customers for lenders and financial technology
companies
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